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SUBJECT: Commandaza za, za, za, za, za, za, za, za, za, za Sums Numeral Times Above the 16th
Thrillizant Degreezesz zesz, zesz, zesz, zesz, zesz, zesz, zesz, zesz, zesz, zesz 26 Times - No. 1 Tilett an
Cocoa Plant for Windows
ME IS PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL,
GLOURIOUSNESSESSESSEZZEZZ OVA DUMZZZZZZZZZZ (GOD). THIS EARTH BELONG TO
ME AN NO OTHER CAN SAY IT BELONG TO THEM. NO ONE AN NO THING IS HIGHER THAN
ME IS. ME IS THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AN FINAL CHREATOR OF LIFE, OVER ALL
LIFE, OVER ALL BREATHING, OVER ALL ESISTENCES AN AREA, AN OVER ALL DEATH, AN
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN AN AFTER. ME IS THE CORPUS CHRISTIE, THE HEAD OF ALL
STATES/COUNTRIES, MUNICIPALS, TOWN, CITY, AN COMMUNE/COMMUNITIES. ME IS
THE HEAD OF ALL COURTS AN ALL ORGANISE SAY ONE/ORGANIZATION, ALL
CORPOSAYONE/CORPORATION, ALL FIRM HANDLE, ALL EDIFISOUS, ALL EDIFICIOUS,
AND SO ON IN THIS EARTH, ALL EARTHSZZZZZZ, ALL CHREATIONSZZZZZZ, AN ALL
ESISTENCESZZZZZZ UNDER MY AUTHORITIESZZZZZZ.

Tilett To Use Where You Live
Flooring, bathroom wall an flooring, an kitchen wall an flooring tilett/tile must be at least 18 an a
half inches in length by 18 an a half inches wide with no tile over tile design in it, an no
rectangular an no square tile design inside the tile length and wide. The bathroom tilett must be
softer colour so you can see the grease, the dirt, and what must be clean. The right word is tilett
as it is me tilett an mus have me name which is tilett so it is protect. You mus neva blend the
small tiles with the right big tiles. The Ban/not man must have their piss commode/urinals to use
where they live. We do not use toilet. We use the Commode as our body have a come an a
mode. Where we shit an piss mus have the rite an propa commode for us to use. A few esamples
of the commode an tilette to use is below.
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Ban/man piss commode

Shit piss commode

All commode in public an where you live is private for girl an boy. The shit piss commode in the
picture is wrong, as all commode must be burned away with the fan that is built into the
commode so none go into the drainage.
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This type of big an wide bath is betta to use. Cabinets with plenty of drawers an shelf mus be in
your bath room. Do not use window that is low like in this picture. Use window that is above the
cabinet counter level where you live. Windows mus neva be made from glass, wood, or plastic.
Windows mus neva break an neva can cut out by devels with machine or instruments that you
cannot see the cut out.
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Big green leaf Coaco that is also call Colocasia Jacks Giant to make windows, clothes, shoes, tires

The Coaco plant leaf above is to use to make windows that you can see through from the
inside an not see through from outside, an use for clear see through windows that do not
break an not cut out by devels. This leaf is also to use to make metal doors that opens on the
outside. Do not use doors made to open on the inside. This plant leaf is also to use to make
airplane tire an wheel. That can float on water and can also float on any type of trees. When
this plant lea is use the airplanes an air transport can neva crash an no one in the airplane is
ever destroy or damage.
All bathroom an kitchen mus have at least two window. Kitchen mus be separate from family
room an separate from living room an separate from dining room. Where you live mus neva eva
be made with any wood roof, wood floor, wood wall, wood door, wood windows, or small tiles.
You mus live in edifisus an edificious/building made with stone, rocks, bricks with the cut out
for the steel to go inside an the rite an propa concrete that do not have any synthetic cement an
no cyntetic or plastic bricks, or blocks, or wall. If where you live is made of any type of wood,
sue the States an do not pay for any suit against them. The court house must give you the money
that you is to pay for the suit against the state. You can write the suit against them yourself an if
they do not pay you, what you charge them, then you can talk to a Barrister an they can demand
the money from them for you. Always copy what you send to the court house so you have your
own copy for your record. You can say I charge you two million dollars for the board house I
live in. Even if you make the board house, you charge them as no one mus neva eva live in a
house an neva eva live in board house. You mus live in what is 6 times bigger than a mansion on
a property lot that is neva smaller than one an a half acre.
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Do not use any small tile to decorate inside the big tilett like in this shower. Your shower an your
bath where you live must be separate.
Crocodile, crocotile, crocrustile, alligator, alligetta, an iguana lizards follow the small tiles an
follow the cobble stones they put on roads an in walking areas. The small tiles and cobble stones
America makes with the alligator, crocodile, crocotile, crocrustile back, an from parts of the
iguana lizards in the Merkantile areas of Merk and is shipped through the Panama Canal to
America, Europe, Africa, Middle East, the Orient areas, to the Antarticas, the Pacifics, to south
and north America and to the West Indies, worldwide, local, domestic, global, an international
and that is very very wrong. No one an no others mus eva use the small tiles. America also use
Merkantile to make the big tiles that me identify above, and Merk use the skin from those
reptiles identified above to make the big tiles. You is to use any type of salt to clean the tilette so
they have a better protect. You can use the bath salt, the cooking salt, the sea salt, the Epsom salt
an other salt to clean them. Do not use plastic commode seat anywhere.
No Government Constitution Founding Fathers Teef Leaders Anywhere
There is neva any government anywhere an they cannot operate underground or from near by or
far out. There is neva any constitution anywhere. There is neva neva neva neva eva any founding
fathers anywhere. The whola of the founding fathers are teefs and devel wickeds, satans, evel,
bad, wrong, deman, deman jesas/jesus/gesas, deman of darkness, deman of demans an other
names. Get the judgements from florida state court for governments constitution founding fathers
an other info you mus know. America is full of devel demans wickeds plastics an rubber an dem
is more than those who is natural. America deman jesas devels leaders use to operate in a
existence verry very very very far far far far away name Merk, an the American devel leaders
fake it that they are also operating in me areas they name America. That is why they begin their
speeches by saying Hello Every body, an they call every body Americans. They end their
speeches saying god bless America. Those in Merk have body, devel wickeds demans do not
have body. The word god is neva neva neva neva eva eva eva eva connect to bless, devels,
satans, wrongs, demans, evels, jesus, bad, holy spirit, god the father, or wickeds.
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Neva Eva Any More Americans Neva Eva
Some of the devels wickeds name is “bless” America do not esist anymore an dem devel demans
do not exist anymore nowhere. The presidents, governors, Mayors, Kings, Queens, Emperors,
Chancellors, Ambassadors, Consular General, Military, Army Navy, popes, Imam, Rabbis,
Preachers you see on TV is fillers and dimensions added like 3D, 4D, 5D, 6D to pictures to make
them seem real and they add the movie camera tricks so they appear to be moving an talking.
There is no more of any America that exist anywhere an nowhere. The devel wickeds pictures
are on the money you use. Your money have no value as devel sorcery an devel curses is on the
money you use. Since 2017 year an again in May 2021, Me above command that all money an
passports is change an that neva happen. American English, British English, Australia English,
New Zealand English, South Africa English, and other Non English language is mal rule an mus
neva continue to use anywhere. Ask the court houses for me above command judgement that tell
you what you is to talk, as Me give the info to the Florida Courts to give to all.
Devels Doing Wickeds in Me Presence
Some of the devel names in me presence that mus neva be in me Earth an neva in me areas or
non areas is the Jole, like Angelena Jole the fake movie star, the Jole Jole, the ODA, the Carne,
Carnevarous, the Link an Link Shaka Zulu. The link devels destroyed the transportation links in
the Contortes, so those in those areas cannot travel to their areas an cannot travel withing their
areas causing many travel abduction an travels that leads to nowhere an to disasters. Me do not
know how the Contortes can eva be connect to me areas, but they put themselves in me areas
they mus neva eva be in.
All these documents must be distributed to all states/counties/countries, businesses/commerce,
municipals, schools, organizations, governments, banks, colleges, libraries, United Nations,
morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, jobs, churches, mosques, temples, all religious places,
embassies, consulates, missions, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc. The Florida State
Court employees are to inform the public about the website address and to distribute this
document local, global, international, domestic, Earth wide, so the public and all me children can
get it. Every One go to naturalearthforall.com for more info about your centrymenias/history and
info you need to know. You can also go to http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall to also
get the info that you must know.
These documents must be shared with friends, family, and put in the National gazettes, State
gazettes, City gazettes, Town gazettes, Municipal gazettes, State Journals, and other Journals.
This info must also be put in the National Registry, Register, National Archives, Records
Management, Registrar Generals and similar registry.

Yours Truly,
Electronic sign
Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHD
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Gloriousnessessessezzezz OVA Dumszzzzzzzzzz (GOD)
The Providencer
The Provider
The Executive
The Chief Executive
The Executioner
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